Our Mission

An organization of women committed to promoting voluntarism, developing the potential of women and improving the community through effective action and leadership of trained volunteers.
I’m investing in myself, I’m investing in others and I’m investing in my cause. I know if I persist it will pay back in dividends and it always does.

Simon Sinek
When the Junior League of Baton Rouge’s theme for the 2017-2018 League year, Invest, Ignite, Impact, was announced, it was about seizing opportunities and realizing that anything is possible for League members who take advantage of the experiences that will develop the potential of women and train effective volunteers. It was about remembering the investments we make in ourselves ultimately lead to our greatest impact on others. The theme was also about igniting passion through all that the League does...the passion of changing someone’s life and the hope that the community can be made a little bit better by our actions.

The vision of the Junior League of Baton Rouge is for our members to be women as catalysts for lasting community change. And as another League year concludes, an enormous thank you is extended to all our members, community partners and supporters who embraced our mission in developing the potential of women and impacting our community through effective action and leadership of trained volunteers. Your belief and generosity has kept our organization going for 86 years and we look forward to many more.
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COMMUNITY ADVISORY BOARD MEMBERS

Made up of a diverse group of Baton Rouge leaders, we count on the Community Advisory Board’s expertise and perspective to provide us with direction regarding our community’s needs and where League efforts might have the greatest impact. Community Advisory Board meetings are conducted in a format that provokes discussion and sound useful advice from our impressive members.
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MEMBERS OF THE JUNIOR LEAGUE OF BATON ROUGE, INC. ARE A GROUP OF INCREDIBLY DIVERSE AND TALENTED WOMEN FROM ACROSS THE BATON ROUGE AREA ALL WITH ONE COMMON BOND, TO BUILD A STRONGER BATON ROUGE THROUGH PHILANTHROPIC SERVICE. OUR MEMBERS ARE FULL-TIME PROFESSIONALS, STAY-AT-HOME MOMS, SINGLE, MARRIED, AND FROM AGE 24 BEYOND.

GENERAL MEMBERSHIP

84% of the JLBR have professional careers
92% are college graduates
49% work more than 40 hours per week in their full-time jobs
57% volunteer for churches, schools, non-profits, etc. in addition to the Junior League of Baton Rouge
41% serve in a Board or Leadership capacity outside of the Junior League of Baton Rouge
ADOPTION OF A TRAINING & ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL

As the celebrated our 85th anniversary, we were able to reflect on the impact the League has made on the Baton Rouge community. Our impact was strengthened by our mission of developing the potential of women and providing our community with trained volunteers. This time of reflection and honoring our history allowed us to see clearly what our future holds.

Dedicated to providing our members with the tools needed to ignite change, the 2017-2018 Board of Directors adopted the addition of a Training and Organization Development Council to the League’s structure. The purpose of this new council is to provide our members with continual training throughout their time in the League. By investing in our members and developing strategic training opportunities, we hope to maximize the League experience and empower them to bring these leadership skills to other organizations in our community for the greatest impact.
Comprising more than half of our membership, the 1140 sustaining members of the Junior League of Baton Rouge are a vital resource. These women serve as mentors, advisors, teachers and friends to the active and new members. In the coming League year, sustaining members should look forward to opportunities to socialize together and to continue serving the community as trained volunteers.
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NEW MEMBERS

The 85 members of the 86th new member class of the Junior League of Baton Rouge were guided through the new member experience in the League by active members who serve as provisional advisors. Highlights from the 2017-2018 League year include the following:

COMMUNITY PROJECTS

This year the New Members joined the Active Members for their community projects. The project included OLOL Children’s Hospital Patient Activity Days, Diaper Bank, Painted Playground and various events with Ready Hands.

BUILD A BETTER BATON ROUGE DAY

A guided bus tour through Baton Rouge where the New Members were introduced to different agencies that Junior League of Baton Rouge had a part in their development. Sites included Woman’s Hospital, Diaper Bank, Knock Knock Children’s Museum, Emerge Center, and a few others.

TRAINING CONTINUUM & MEETINGS

This year we integrated the Training Continuum to develop the New Members in leadership skills, basic communication skills and more. New Member advisors held small group meetings with group discussions and challenged these women to integrate these components into their experience as member of JLBR and with their work/life balance.
BUDGET Breakdown 2017-2018

TOTAL BUDGET FOR THE 2017-2018 YEAR: $556,686

HOLLYDAYS
- revenue: $703,029
- expenses: $394,694
- change in net assets (profit): $308,335

ENDOWMENT FUND
- club 900 pledges: $33,853
- general fund: $20,071
- investment gain: $104,125
- total endowment this year: $158,049
- net assets end of the year: $1,993,827

INVESTMENT GAIN
- general fund: $31,402
- other investments: $39,137

FINANCIAL BREAKDOWN
- community investments: $167,706
- membership investments: $144,677
- special events: $68,136
- marketing investments: $10,628
- other investments: $31,402
- general and administrative investments: $10,628
Ignite

You have to find what sparks a light in you so that you in your own way can illuminate the world.

Oprah Winfrey
In August 2017, as Hurricane Harvey’s floodwaters swamped the Houston area, the Junior League of Baton Rouge was able to pay it forward to our Texan neighbors who have been so generous during our times of natural disaster. Knowing that together we can do more, our League coordinated efforts with the Junior Leagues of Jackson, Mobile and New Orleans to fill and deliver an 18 wheeler with a much needed diapers for their flood relief efforts. In a matter of hours, League members came together to package over 75,000 diapers from our League’s diaper banks.

On October 25, 2017, President Jessica Gagliano along with Past President and JLBR Family Resource Center Board Committee Chair Anita Bankston attend the Our Lady of the Lake Children’s Hospital beam signing event. The OLOL Foundation hosted the event to share their excitement as they celebrate the structural completion of the new Children’s Hospital.

Embracing Estuary is an Interactive Art Installation, sponsored by the Junior League of Baton Rouge, for Woman’s NICU families to enjoy. A dull, gray rooftop view from the NICU has been transformed into an underwater fantasy. The garden features whimsical metal sculptures of native Louisiana animals such as the crawfish, turtle and alligator.

On August 22nd 2017, Junior League of Baton Rouge celebrated the much anticipated opening of Knock Knock Children’s Museum. As a Founding Member, our League is proud to have helped bring learning through play to our communities youngest citizens.
COMMUNITY

THE DIAPER BANK distributed over 300,000 diapers to 12 local agencies in our community, including 75,000 diapers sent to the Junior League of Houston for the Hurricane Harvey relief. In addition to their amazing work in the community, the committee put a lot of time into making their storefront at the Cortana Mall very welcoming. They hosted a successful sustainer luncheon that ultimately led to great media exposure and 40,000 diapers being donated in just one week.

HEALTHY KIDS COLLABORATIVE partnered with Big Buddy and provided 12-week sessions of healthy lifestyle curriculum focusing on nutrition and fitness at 2 area schools in Baton Rouge. This ultimately impacted over 150 first through fourth grade students. The committee brought in certified instructors from the YMCA and Baby Boot Camp of Baton Rouge to assist them with the fitness sessions, and even provided the students with a fitness starter pack that included yoga mats, frisbees, jump ropes and reusable water bottles.

PAINTED PLAYGROUND was a highly anticipated project this year. With the committee’s time and energy, and Kortney’s colored coded notes, 7 schools in the East Baton Rouge Parish School System were painted and each school received tool kits created by this amazing committee. This year alone, the Painted Playground committee gave 3,000 kids a new playground where they could learn, play and create!

HEART AND SOLE partnered with Girls on the Run and supported the participants and coaches by providing healthy snacks during their practice sessions and volunteering in the fall and spring 5Ks. The committee collaborated with our Junior League committees to support and encourage the 200+ junior high girls participating in the race and was also able to provide $3,500.00 in program scholarships to Girls on the Run.
PROJECTS

READY HANDS reached over 20 non-profit organizations and assisted with their special events. The committee welcomed any opportunity to provide support for non-profit organizations with their short-term needs. If you went to a special event, you wouldn’t be surprised seeing a red shirt volunteer helping however and wherever they could.

KIDS IN THE KITCHEN purchased and transported cooking demonstrations to designated volunteer locations where they worked with the kids and their parents to prepare healthy meals and snacks. One of my favorite demonstrations was at Healthy Families Day in the Fall where the kids learned to squeeze fresh orange juice. Kids in the Kitchen were seen at different events throughout Baton Rouge, such as Storytime in the Garden, Earth Day, Girls on the Run, and our Junior League fundraisers, Hollydays and Touch A Truck.

STORYTIME IN THE GARDEN partnered with Dr. Becky White, and together, they promoted early childhood literacy in our community while educating the children and families about the importance of healthy eating and active lifestyles through storytelling, crafts, and activities. Each month, the committee hosted a Storytime event at Burden. The committee also planned two Healthy Families Day by collaborating with other non-profit organizations and other Junior League projects.

PATIENT ACTIVITY DAYS continued to make a large impact at Our Lady of the Lake. The committee provided patients and their families with activities of art, music, and literature throughout the year in addition to the Comfort Cart and Puppet Show. The best part of this project was seeing the smiles on the faces of the children and their families when they saw the ladies with the red shirts come in and help ease whatever pain they were going through that day.
Since 1980, the Junior League of Baton Rouge’s Community Assistance Fund has provided funding for community non-profits with specific, short-term monetary needs. To date, CAF has distributed more than $900,000 to charities in the East Baton Rouge community. In the 2017-2018, we contributed $55,500 to programs funding reading/barbering partnerships, food pantries, arts enrichment, child and family health and safety, youth recreation, education and #girlpower. Below is a complete listing of the community profits we funded in the 2017-2018:

- Arts Council of Greater Baton Rouge $5000
- Baton Rouge Blues Foundation $2500
- Baton Rouge Emergency Aid Coalition $10000
- Baton Rouge Little Theater $2500
- Baton Rouge Youth Coalition $2500
- Belfair Montessori $500
- Capital Area CASA Association $10000
- Cristo Rey $2500
- Friends of the Museum of Art $675
- Hope Ministries $2000
- I Am That Girl $2500
- Knock Knock Children’s Museum $2500
- Laurel Oaks Charter School $2500
- Line4Line $2500
- LSU Foundation $2625
- Manners of the Heart $2500
- Mary Bird Perkins Cancer Center $500
- McKinley High School (Band) $1200
- Mental Health Association of Louisiana $2500
- Of Moving Colors $2500
- Opera Louisiane $2500
- Parkview Elementary School $2500
- Prevent Child Abuse Louisiana $1500
- Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ $2500
- The Life of a Single Mom $2000
- The Red Shoes $2500
Impact

“You cannot get through a single day without having an impact on the world around you. What you do makes a difference, and you have to decide what kind of difference you want to make.”

Jane Goodall
Hollydays is an event that always ignites the holiday spirit and cheer in all members of the Junior League and community alike. This year was no different. Hollydays celebrated its 33rd anniversary making the market bigger and better than ever. With the highest attendance to date it was truly an event that everyone wanted to experience. The event focused on bringing in more local vendors that are familiar names in the community and was successful in incorporating them in. The most important attribute of Hollydays is the financial opportunities that it allows the Junior League to contribute to the community. The funds raised this year have allowed the Junior League to fully support community projects, Community Assistance Fund grants, and many more partners in the community.
2017 was a landmark year for River Road Recipes. The combined sales from 1959 to present have raised and invested in the community more than $5 million dollars. River Road Recipes has collected over 700 recipes to contribute to River Road Recipes I and II. The third book has a special mission, to bring a healthy twist to Cajun favorites. The recent re-printing of the third book, River Road Recipes: A Healthy Collection, incorporated new illustrations by local artist, Laura Bellone. Her artistic contributions added a new look to the already renowned book. We are thankful for the financial contributions that River Road Recipes has been able to make to the Baton Rouge community year after year.
Kitchen Tours had an exciting year hosting the annual event in early December 2017. Stone and Cloth served as the title sponsor of the event and truly made it a day to remember. The houses were a wonderful collection of homes in the Baton Rouge area that truly brought everyone into the holiday spirit. The contributions from sponsors in each home gave members and visitors alike the opportunity to experience all of the design, contracting, and building experts in the Baton Rouge community. The financial contributions that Kitchen Tours was able to make helped the Junior League to further the mission in the Baton Rouge area and strengthen the community projects. We look forward to the continued success of this event in the coming years.
From 9am-2pm on Saturday March 24, 2018, Touch A Truck held the 3rd Annual Touch A Truck Event at the BREC Fairgrounds on Airline Highway. This year’s event was presented by Raising Cane’s and in partnership with Associated Builders and Contractors, Pelican Chapter. Over 4,000 people experienced a unique, interactive event that allowed members of the community to see, touch and explore over 45 trucks, utility vehicles and community vehicles. Beyond touching trucks, children and their families learned about and played with live farm animals, experienced multiple safety demonstrations, excavated in the Angelle Materials Dig Zone, and learned more about Junior League of Baton Rouge’s community projects in the Red Stick Entertainment Community Zone.
ENDOWMENT CONTRIBUTIONS

The JLBR Endowment Fund was established in 1999 to create a constant base of funding, independent of fundraisers, that would generate interest to be used to offset administrative costs in the future and allow for multi-year budgeting. The Endowment Fund is managed by the Baton Rouge Area Foundation, who implements a disciplined approach of investing to ensure constant growth in the Fund. We look to the Endowment Fund to sustain the future of the League financially. A contribution to the Endowment Fund is a contribution to the future of women, children and community culture of the Greater Baton Rouge area. Through the generosity of League members and the community, our Endowment Fund received over $9,670 in contributions and gifts during the 2017-2018 League year.

Adelaide Russo  Cathy Dardenne  Elizabeth Boudreaux*
Aimee Kilpatrick*  Cathy Giering  Elizabeth Centanni*
Alecia Grantham*  Charlene Gaurisco Montelaro  Elizabeth Harris
Alice Townsend*  Charles Hyslop  Elizabeth Phillips
Alice Greer  Cherish van Mullem*  Ellen Robinson
Allison Sceroler  Chris Cagle  Emily Dykes
Amanda Gustavson*  Christen Losey-Gregg  Emily Wilbert
Amber Moreau*  Christina Anderson*  Felicia Stevens*
Amber Savant  Colette Dean  Gale Bonaventure
Amy Cambre*  Connie Abboud  Gina Domingue*
Amy Fennell*  Connie Babb*  Glenda Pollard
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Carter Rose Stone  Elissa McKenzie  Jennifer Bounds
Cate Heroman  Elizabeth Babin*  Jennifer Lear
2017-2018 Club 900 Donors - New Members

*Club 900, which began in 2010, is a group of JLBR members who support the Mission of the League through a financial commitment that spans their entire active years in the JLBR. Each new Provisional class is invited to join Club 900 during their Provisional year. To be inducted into Club 900, members pledge $100 a year for their nine year active membership in the League.

Jessica Warner*
Jill Roshto
Jill Stockfield & Family
Jo Wright*
Karen Feigley
Karen R. Austin
Kate Grant Seba
Katherine Gomez*
Katherine Herbert*
Kathleen Allen
Kathryn Edmonds*
Kathryn Tillson
Kathy Victorian
Kelli McNulty
Kendra Hendricks*
Kim Frischhertz Morgan
Kimberly Jupiter*
Kimberly McCants*
Kristi Hammatt*
Kristy Royal
Kyra Fontenot
Larae Johnson*
Laura Dunlap*
Laura Thomas
Laura Claverie Poche
Lauren De Witt*
Laurie Rea*
Laurie Saurage
Leslie Day
Lindsey Roussel
Lisa Broussard
Lissa Weston
Louann Bombet
Lucy Mayfield
Margaret D’Armond
Maria Woodyear Bowen
Marie Brock
Mary Fischer Carmouche
Marybeth Burns
Meg Gerald
Megan Cardaro*
Meghan Williams*
Melanie Montanaro
Melissa Curtis*
Melissa Healy
Micheline Millender
Michelle Lanoix*
Michelle West*
Miles Christie
Miller Ann
Mimi Singer Lee*
Monica Monroe*
Monique Scott-Spaulding*
Paige Dampf
Pam Parker
Pat Adams
Patience Moreno
Patty Williams*
Paula Toups
Peggy Gammill
Rachel LaPorte*
Renee Trimble*
Renee Willis
Robin Baker
Robyn Jenkins-King
Sarah Haneline*
Sarah Margaret Downing
Sharon LeBouef
Shawn McCants*
Shelley Favre Zeringue
Susan Billings
Ta-Tanisha Youngblood*
Tanya Thomas*
Theresa Jones*
Tibberly Richard J.D.*
Tokesha Collins Wright*
Toyia Charles-Commingey*
Tracy Rauch
Valerie Schexnayder*
Vickie G. Giamalva
Virgina P. Bogan
Whitney Flint*
SPONSORS & SUPPORTERS

103.3
225 Magazine
A Bradley Photography
AAA Rent All
Acadian House Kitchen & Bath Design
Ace Enterprises
Acme Refrigeration
Action Advertising & Flags
Adrian’s Restaurant
Amanda Cason Interior Design
American Covers
Angelle Materials
Ann Connelly Fine Art
Aria
Associated Builders & Contractors
AT&T
Avallon Salon & Day Spa
B Kids Boutique
B&D Plumbing
Bancorp South Bank
Barre 3
Bath Junkie
Baton Rouge Ballet Theatre
Baton Rouge Metropolitan Airport
Baton Rouge Police Dept.
Baton Rouge Printing
Baton Rouge Zoo
Bayou Tree
Behavior Intervention Group
Belle of Baton Rouge Casino & Hotel
Ben & Candance Lowe
Bennett's Waterski
Benny's Carwash
Bevolo Gas & Electric Lights
Big City Electric
Billy Heroman's Flowerland
Bistro Byronz & Flambee Café
Black Castle Vineyards
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Louisiana
Bonefish Grill
BR Parents Magazine
BREC
Brew Haha
Bumble Lane
Burns & Co Inc./Realtors
Byronz Restaurant Family
C.J. Brown Realtors
C4 Industries
Cabot Cheese
Café Phoenicia
Calvin’s Bocage Market
Candace Vallery Fine Art
Cane Land Distilling Co
Capital City Produce
Capital South Wealth Management
Carter, Benoit and Associates
Cheryl Mauffray
Christian Street Furniture
CJ Brown
Claire Gowdy Fine Art
ClimaStore Climate Control
Coach Paul Mainieri
Coca-Cola Bottling Company
College Drive Mini Storage
Community Coffee Company
Concrete Design Solutions
Copper Mill Golf Course
Cortana Kiwanis
Country Roads Magazine
Crawfish Aquatics
Cricket Wireless
Crowne Plaza
Cullen’s Babyland
Cupcake Allie
Custom Linens
Daryl & Sons Custom Framing
Deep South Crane and Rigging
Digiuilio Brothers Restaurant
Dixon South Interiors
Doggett Machinery
Donald Massad, APC
Downtown Duplicating DPI
Dr. Kourtney West
Dr. Kramer Irby
Dry Bar
East Baton Rouge Department of Maintenance
East Baton Rouge District Attorney
East Baton Rouge Parish Library
East Baton Rouge Sheriff
Economical Paper Supply
Edgerton Construction Co
Eliza Restaurant
Ellen Anderson
Emergent Method
Emily Monroe Godfrey Fine Art
Entergy
Enterprise Rental
Erin Mixson Interiors
Excel
Eye Wander
Fallin Family Dentistry
Francesca's Perkins Rowe
Fruge Orthodontics
G. Chapin Studios
GEC
Gemstone Carver
Gerry Lane Motors
Gourmet Girls
Group Industries
Guarantee Girls
Guarantee Restoration Services
HAF Investments
Haley & Associates
Hannis T. Bourgeois
Hawthorn, Waymouth & Carroll, LLP
Haynie & Associates
Heather Conn
Helen Bolin Designs
Hotel Indigo Downtown
Ichiban
Idle
Indie Plate
InRegister Magazine
Investar Bank
ISC Constructors
Izzo’s Illegal Burrito
James Avery
JaniKing
Jeanne Frey Rhodes Photography
Jen Schmolke
Jenn Ocken Photography
Jimmy John’s Baton Rouge
Jones Walker, LLP
Julianna Papa
K Dore Designs
Kean Miller LLP
Kean’s Fine Dry Cleaning
Koegh Cox
Kiki
Kinnucan’s
Kleinpeter Dairy
Kona Grill
Kristi Thibodeaux
LA 1 South
La Conteia Italiano
Restaurant
La Madeline French
Bakery & Café
Lamar Advertising
Lamendola Dentistry
Lanoix Insurance
Lauren Barksdale Hill
Lauren Downing
Lauren W. Taylor: Art
LifeShare Blood Centers
Lot 59
Louisiana Department of
Transportation & Development
Louisiana Federal Bureau
of Investigation
Louisiana Lottery Corporation
Louisiana Nursery
Louisiana Office Supply
Lubricity Labs
Magpie Café
Makaira
Manasseh, Gill, Knipe & Belanger PLC
Manship Theatre
McGlinchey Stafford
McMillan Interiors
Mercedes Benz of Baton Rouge
Mercer Studio
Methanex
Miller’s RV
Mimosa Handcrafted
Mint Home, Art, Style.
Mist-squito
Monogram It
Mosquito Joe
Muller Medical
NAI Latter and Blum
Property Management
NOLA Media Group
Norma Kilgore, Artist
Nothing Bundt Cakes
NRK Construction
Oily Oily
OLOL Children’s Hospital
Orangetheory Fitness - Towne Center
Our Lady of the Lake
Children’s Hospital & Pediatric Group
Our Lady of the Lake Regional Medical Center
Out Da Bayou
Painting with a Twist
Pampos
Paper N Things
Parrain’s Seafood Restaurant
Patient Plus
Performance Contractors
PODS
Premier Lanes Entertainment Center
Prendergast Law Firm
Priscilla Taylor Photography
Pro Sold Realty
Professional Limousine Service
Qdoba
Quality Concrete
Quixote Productions
Ragusa’s Boiling Pot
Raising Cane’s Chicken Fingers
Red River Bank
Red Stick Bounce
Red Stick Crossfit
Red Stick Entertainment
Regions Bank
Reliable Plumbing
Rene’s Trucking
Rigsby Frederick Salon
Riverside Limousines
Roberto’s River Road Restaurant
Robin Bonnette Rum House
Ruth’s Chris Steak House
Safari Package
Sammy’s Grill Catering
Sanctuary Home & Gifts
Saunders & Chabert
SEMS, Inc./Mark and Kim Morgan
Service Radio Rental
Skyzone Trampoline Park
Smith & Baker
Southern Eaux
Southfin Southern Poke
Spencer Calahan Injury Lawyers
St. George Fire Department
Stacy Delmar
Steadfast Electric
Stone & Cloth
Stuart & Teal Gray
Sugar & Bronze
Sweet Ideas
Tari’s School of Dance
Tea Time Couture
The Backpacker
The Baton Rouge Clinic
The Black Pearl Jewelry
The Crown Bistro
The Delmar Designs
The Healthcare Gallery & Wellness Spa
The Overpass Merchant
The Party Artist
The Pilates Studio
The Preserve at Harveston
The Royal Standard
The Varsity Theatre
The Velvet Cactus
Thee Heavenly Donut
Tin Roof Brewery
Todd Dufilho
Tommy & Renee Skinner
Trader Joe’s
Turner Industries
Two Blondes
Two Men and a Truck
UFC Gym
University Baptist Church
Vanishing Heirlooms antique & Vintage Jewelry
Victoria’s Toy Station
Vida-Flo
Vishal & Namisha Visanji
Wampold Companies
West Pediatrics
Wildwood Farms
Williams-Sonoma, Inc.
Womack
Woodhouse Spa
Workplace Resource
Wright’s Furniture
Zanella’s Wax Bar
ZaZa Nail Boutique
Zoe’s Kitchen